
Archètopy  

BACKGROUND: 

20th century art museums aesthetic displays  

Aimed to: 

• give an unmediated experience; 

• provide the visitors with a sense of  

autonomy & self-judgment; 

• promote the artworks’ self-evident quality; 

•present a fair, honest & meaningful 

information; 

Artworks shifted focus 

towards heterogeneous 

conceptions. 

MISMATCH: 

How can contemporary 

art museums transmute 

their display? 

STRATEGIES: 

(To change art museums from consumer-addressed 

contexts into critical open-stages) 

Appraise the global 

impact of  the 

location during the 

experience 

2. Depreciate aesthetics in curatorial frameworks 
 (What is the meaning of  the current white cube galleries?) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

3. Identify museums potentialities: 

• Be an option  availing oneself  of  museums in the future. 

• Be a bequest  leaving  a legacy for future generations. 

• Provide interaction  between objects, people and space.  

• Offer  a “getaway” edutainment/ sensory & intellectual 

experience. 

• Give inputs for inquiries  foster an engaging, informal 

way for people to self-select their learning.  

Behavioral approach: 

(appropriation of  the physical 

space characteristics) 

Art venue Perceived value Experience 

RESEARCH PROPOSAL:   

Strategy to change displays away  

from the aesthetic curatorial  

frameworks towards open 

systems … 

EXPLANATION: 

BENEFITS:   

…& make visitors’ “co-

producers” in creating the 

public value  

1.  Differentiate the public. 

2.  Propose heterogeneous approaches  

 (artist, curator, art market…) to read artworks. 

3.  Display conflicting information. 

4.  Provide facilitators that help people to formulate their  

own judgment. 

5.  Use NPD models to reduce risks perception (fear of  

not understanding, being bored, confused, puzzled). 

Introducing a 

binary system of  

communication 

FUTURE WORK 

Which value will transform museums displays 

from emphatic sites into critical oriented open 

stages? 

 

QUESTION: 

OBJECTIVES:   

Archè  (tenet), tòpos (place):  

It’ s the value perceived when people perform a learning attitude 

Improving social 

contribution 

1. Re-think curating in 21st century art museums 

2. Create interactive displays: VR, VE, 3-D graphics models to: 

VS 

METHODOLOGY:  

 Change the core values 

 De-mystify displays aura with new visual frameworks 

 Use a pro-active market 

orientation 

 Repurchase intention  

Foster the production of  new 

cultural values  

Promote the visitors self-

exploration  & involvement  

Show the artworks’ 

backstage production 

& selection processes 

Explore ontological 

connections  

(past & present)  

Foster & develop the 

museums’ product-

orientation 

Museums will become spaces for deliberative processes 
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1. Use a value-based approach  

Blurring boundaries 

between producers, 

curators, consumers 


